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serve as an e-learning program, which offers much more
flexibility and accessibility to the common man. Moreover, it
is also a fast and cost effective way of spreading the Indian
classical dance forms worldwide.
In this paper, we have made use of a Kinect sensor
which can detect skeleton of the performer while dancing,
using 20 body joint co-ordinates [2]. The Kinect sensor
detects the 3D image representation of an object [7]. It tracks
the skeleton of the person standing in front of within a finite
amount of distance using a set of visible and IR cameras [3].
For the recognition purpose, we are using SVM. Support
Vector Machine (SVM) is a new way of data mining and
pattern recognition [15]. SVM is based on Statistical theory
[16] and Optimization Theory [17]. It has many applications
in pattern classification such as military, economic and many
other fields. It is basically a binary classifier, but multi-class
classification is also possible using this, and it gives
excellent result there also [18].
Human gesture is mainly described by hand
movements [11]. In [4], depth image of hand gestures are
taken for training of multi class support vector machine. In
[5], Ballet poses are sequenced based on the skeleton
obtained using motion capturing devices. Three angles of
any leg are taken as the feature and the other leg is kept
static. This paper neglects the difficulty arises due to
movement of two legs at the same time. But in our paper we
consider movement of two hands at the time as are able to
identify gesture correctly with accuracy 86.8%. In [6],
Seventeen different ballet postures are recognized using
fuzzy image matching technique. Here the skeleton of the
dancer is approximated using straight line and quadrants of
the straight lines are calculated. Any straight line can belong
to more than one quadrant and this belongingness of the
straight line to a specific quadrant is calculated using fuzzy
logic. This process is much more complex and time
consuming with respect to our proposed algorithm. The
usage of Kinect itself provides straight line approximated
skeleton, so we can join twenty co-ordinates of the human
body accordingly by straight line. When segmentation is
used at the pre-processing stage [8], lighting condition of the
background plays an important role for posture recognition.

Abstract— This work proposes gesture recognition algorithm
for Indian Classical Dance Style using Kinect sensor. This
device generates the skeleton of human body from which
twenty different junction 3-dimensional coordinates are
obtained. Here we require only eleven coordinates for the
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distinguish between ‘Anger’, ‘Fear’, ‘Happiness’, ‘Sadness’
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positive or negative with its intensity information. A total of
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The rich Indian culture has given way to several Indian
classical dances. Among the many Indian classical dance
forms, some of the popular ones are Bharatnatyam, Odissi,
Kuchipudi, Kathak etc. The dance form mainly used here is
Odissi. However, the algorithm proposed in this paper also
finds relevance in other Indian classical dance forms such as
Bharatnatyam, Kuchipudi and Manipudi. Odissi has
originated from Orissa, an Indian state. In Odissi, a
combination of facial expression, body movements and feet
movement is used to depict a specified feeling, also called
‘Rasa’ [1]. There are various forms of ‘rasas’ used in this
dance like anger, fear, happiness, sadness, sarcasm, shyness
etc. Another important aspect of Odissi is its body movement
and its feet movement. The body movement involves the
movement of torso from one side to another side, while
keeping the hip in a stationary state.
With the rapid advancement of technology, usage of the
internet has become an inevitable part of the human life.
With the proposed algorithm, anybody in any part of the
world can attempt to learn the gestures made use in the
above mentioned forms of dance and can also evaluate the
performance, via the internet. Thus this algorithm aims to
978-0-7695-5042-8/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
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This problem can be neglected by the help of Kinect sensor
[9].
In our experiment we have worked on recognizing five
types of gestures. They are ‘Anger’, ‘Fear’, ‘Happiness’,
‘Sadness’, and ‘Relaxation’. While ‘anger’ is expressed by
aggressive hand movements, ‘relaxation’ shows static hand
postures but kept at a definite angle, as is discussed in this
paper. A total of 23 features have been extracted for each
video sequence for depicting a specified gesture. Among
them, eight are from both of the hands and the rest are from
head and the body. The feet information has not been taken
into account in this as it is not so important in conveying
gestures in an Indian classical dance forms. The time
complexity of the proposed algorithm is 5.615 sec in an Intel
Pentium Dual Core processor running Matlab R011b for a
video consisting of 200 frames. Secondly the proposed work
in our paper is applicable in different lighting conditions. In
various illumination conditions, where human eye can detect
object, Kinect sensor also detects the skeleton of the human
body. Recognition rate is as high as 86.8% using SVM. So
the work gives a high level of accuracy. This work is not
only useful for Indian dance forms but also can be use for
other international dance types for gesture recognition
purpose. Moreover this work shows promise in the
recognition of other complex emotions like disgust, shyness
etc.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for gesture
recognition in Indian classical dance forms. While Section II
gives an overview of Kinect Sensor. Section III explains the
features extracted from the subject skeleton in order to
design the proposed algorithm. Section IV contains the
experimental results using SVM. Finally Section V
concludes with future work.
II.

(ii)
(iii)
Figure 1. (i) Kinect sensor, (ii) RGB image of whole body, (iii) Skeleton
image

III.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

The model shown in fig. 2 gives an idea about the
classification of gestures based on type and intensity [12].
According to it, if ‘Happiness’ and ‘Relaxation’ are positive
gestures then ‘Anger’, ‘Fear’ and ‘Sadness’ are negative
gestures. On the other hand, while ‘Anger’, ‘Fear’ and
‘Happiness’ gestures indicate higher arousal or intensity,
‘Relaxation’ and ‘Sadness’ gestures show the opposite
characteristics. The block diagram shown in fig. 3 provides
a basic overview of Russell’s circumflex model [14], which
is applied in the proposed algorithm for gesture recognition
in Indian dance forms.

KINECT SENSOR

The Kinect is an upcoming technology which basically
looks like a webcam as shown in fig. 1(i) [13]. It detects the
3D image representation of an object. It tracks the skeleton
of the person standing in front of within a finite amount of
distance. It has a set of visible IR and RGB cameras. The IR
cameras are responsible for sensing the skeleton and hence
the body postures irrespective of the color of the performer’s
dress or distance from the camera. The Kinect sensor has the
capability of capturing 3D motion, facial gesture and voice
gestures with the help of the RGB camera, the depth sensor
or the IR camera and the multi-array [13].
The green squares in fig. 1(iii) shows the body joints
points required in the proposed work and these joints are
connected using bold black lines while the other body joints
are represented using red plus signs and joined via the thin
blue lines. The actual RGB image for the skeleton is shown
in fig. 1(ii).

Figure 2. Model for Gesture Classification

The distance of hand with respect to spine for both hands
corresponds to two features. The same holds true for the
elbows. Then the velocity and acceleration for the hands and
the elbows gives a total of sixteen features. The angle of the
head with respect to the spine and the shoulder centre gives
one feature while the angle between the shoulder, elbow and
wrist corresponds to two features for both hands. Therefore,
this gives a total of twenty three features.
A. Distance of hand and elbow with respect to spine
The Euclidean distance of hand and elbow is considered
as a feature, which is represented by the distance value. In
‘anger’, hands move in a specified manner, while movement
of hands in ‘sadness’ are completely different. Though there
is a similarity in the movement of hands in ‘sadness’ and

(i)
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that in ‘fear’, these two gestures are distinguished based on
other features, which are mentioned later on. ‘Anger’ is
characterized by fast ‘to and fro’ movements of hands which
are accompanied by vibration of the palm or the hands.
Therefore, the distance of hands and elbow constantly
increases and decreases with respect to the spine. This is
clearly indicated in the plots obtained for anger, which
shows ‘peaks’ ,as shown in fig. 9. In case of 'sadness' as
well as 'fear' gesture, hands come closer to the body.
Consequently the absolute distance of the hands and the
elbows with respect to the spine decreases. This gradual
decrease in amplitude is also indicated in fig. 10. In the
second skeleton view of fig. 3s, frame no 55, the distance
between hand left and spine is shown using red arrow line
and for elbow right and spine is marked by violet arrow line.
Specific pattern is obtained for different gestures [10]. The
Euclidean distance is calculated based on the following
formula

Dist = ( x1 − x2 ) 2 + ( y1 − y2 ) 2 + ( z1 − z2 ) 2

dividing the change in velocity again by (1/30) sec for two
consecutive frames.

Figure 4. ‘Happiness’ gesture is explained using RGB image and skeleton
structure for frame no 45, 65 and 105.

(1)

Figure 3. RGB image of whole body with corresponding skeleton image of
‘Anger’ gesture for frame no 25, 55 and 65 from left to right and top to
below.

C. Calculation of angle between head, shoulder centre and
spine
This feature is chosen in order to differentiate between
‘sadness’ and ‘fear’. Since, there is not much difference
between the hand movements to express ‘sadness’ and ‘fear’
as in both the cases hands and elbow come closer to the
body, the only way to distinguish these two gestures is by
the calculation of the angle between head, shoulder centre
and spine. In case of ‘fear’, this angle remains almost
constant with a very small variation range of around 2
degrees to 5 degrees while in case of ‘sadness’ the variation
range is as large as 25 degrees to 35 degrees. The second
two skeletons of ‘fear’ and ‘sadness’ gestures, the angle
between head, shoulder centre and spine is shown using red
curved line in fig. 5 and 7 respectively. For five different
emotions, the angle is plotted as shown in fig. 10. Here
sampling is done to remove noise. The sampling rate is
taken as 30 frames per sec which is again empirically
chosen.

B. Calculation of velocity and acceleration for hand and
elbow
It has already been mentioned that the hand movement in
‘anger’ is very fast and is accompanied by vibration of the
palm or the hands. Therefore, the maximum velocities of the
hands are much greater than that in any other gesture. For
example, in ‘anger’, the maximum acceleration is always
greater than the threshold. The threshold values are always
greater than 20m/s2, 70m/s2 for the elbows and the hands
respectively. Experimental results suggest that the
maximum and minimum values for velocity and
acceleration in sadness and fear are very low when
compared to those for anger. Velocity of a joint is calculated
using the displacement of the joint is two consecutive
frames. Here the video is taken at 30 frames per sec, so the
time becomes (1/30) sec. Acceleration is obtained by

Figure 5. RGB image with its skeleton view for ‘Fear’ gesture using frame
no 45, 85 and 140.

where Dist is the Euclidean distance between two points
with co-ordinates (x1,y1,z1) and (x2,y2,z2) respectively.
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D. Calculation of angle between shoulder, elbow and wrist
This feature is important as it distinguishes ‘Relaxation’
from the other gestures. Here we are calculating percentage
of angle which lies in between 80 to 100 degree. In
‘Relaxation’ emotion the angle between shoulder centre,
elbow and wrist is 90 degree. Since the structure of human
body varies from person to person, this angle can be
between 80 degrees to 90 degrees. This has been determined
experimentally. A 10 degree range is given to both the sides.
The percentage of angle means the number of angle whose
value is in between 80 degree to 100 degree divided by the
total number of angles. For each frame, we are calculating a
different angle. So, the total number of angle is equal to the
total no of frames. Therefore, the equation for calculating
percentage of angle can written as

Figure 6. Angle between Head, Shoulder Centre and Spine

Let, the co-ordinates of head, shoulder centre and spine
are (x1, y1,z1), (x2,y2,z2) and (x3,y3,z3) respectively. The
vectors formed by head, shoulder centre and spine, shoulder
centre are

G
G
G
vec1 = ( x1 − x2 )i + ( y1 − y2 ) j + ( z1 − z 2 ) k
G
G
G
vec2 = ( x3 − x2 )i + ( y3 − y 2 ) j + ( z 3 − z 2 )k

(2)
(3)

Percentage =

The angle between two vectors is calculated by the
following equations
(4)
(5)

where norm function returns a matrix
atan2 denotes the arctangent by the equation described
below whose range is

(− π 2 ,+ π 2 )

 arctan(b )
a
°
°arctan(b ) + π
a
°
b
°arctan( a ) − π
atan 2(b, a ) = ®
+π
°
2
°
−π
°
2
° undefined
¯

(10)

where Required_frames are the no of frames for which
the angle value of head, shoulder centre and spine is in
between 80 to 100 degree.
For relaxation, this angle lies between 80 degrees and 100
degrees for above 90% frames unlike in other gestures.
Here, the angle between shoulder, elbow and wrist is
marked by red curved line for both the hands in fig. 8. The
angle calculation is already explained in equ. 6.

A = norm(cross(vec1, vec2), dot(vec1, vec2)
atan2(A)
angle =
×1800
pi

Required_f rames
Total_no_o f_frames

a>0
b ≥ 0, a < 0
b < 0, a < 0
b > 0, a = 0
b < 0, a = 0
b = 0, a = 0

Figure 8. ‘Relaxation’ gesture is described with RGB image and skeleton
view for frame no 25.

(6)

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Algorithm for the Proposed Work
Step 0 Create an initial database of skeletons for five
emotions
BEGIN
Step 1 Determine the acceleration for hand and elbow for
both the hands
Step 2
If
Acceleration for hand is greater than 70 m/s2 and for
elbow 20 m/s2
Then the unknown emotion is ‘Anger’.
Else
If
Step 3

Figure 7. RGB image with its skeleton view for ‘Sadness’ gesture using
frame no 45, 85 and 140.
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Calculate the distance between spine and
hand
Distance is decreasing continuously
Step 4
Examine the angle between head, shoulder
centre and spine
If
Angle is decreasing continuously
Then the unknown emotion is
‘Sadness’.
Else
Then the unknown emotion is ‘Fear’.
End If
Else
If
Step 5
Determine the percentage of angle
between elbow, shoulder centre and wrist
Percentage is greater than 90%
Then the unknown emotion is
‘Relaxation’.
Else
Then the unknown emotion is
‘Happiness’.
End If
End If
End If
END
Experimental results suggest that in the gesture
‘Anger’, the threshold values for maximum acceleration
of hands and elbows is 70 m/s2 and 20 m/s2 respectively.
For subject 1, the velocity of elbows ranges between a
maximum of 1.1478 m/s and a minimum of 6.9001e004m/s. For hands, this range lies in between 3.4501 m/s
to 2.2606e-004 m/s. The gestures ‘Sadness’ and ‘Fear’
gives comparatively lower values of velocity. For ‘Fear’
it ranges between 0.158 m/s to 1.5827e-004 m/s while in
‘Sadness’ it is 0.214 m/s to 5.4002e-004 m/s, for elbows
as well as hands. Fig. 9 shows the Absolute distance
plots for the five gestures. Fig. 10 gives us the plots for
the angle of head with respect to the head and the
shoulder centre for all the gestures. Sampling rate for
fig. 10 is 30 frames per second. The overall accuracy
obtained is 86.8% using SVM. We have taken datasets
from 10 subjects. From the datasets 80% data are used
for training purpose using ‘svmtrain’ function and
remaining data are used for classification using
‘svmclassify’ function. Computation time is 5.615 sec in
an Intel Pentium Dual Core processor running Matlab
R011b for a video consisting of 200 frames
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